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SIRACUSA

This workshop aims to discuss and provide useful insights for
the development of INTERCULTURAL EDUCATION ATthe development of INTERCULTURAL EDUCATION AT
EUROPEAN LEVEL, highlighting the importance of the study of
History of Art as well as of two Community languages as ay y g g
means of cross‐cultural communication for global democracies
and for fostering new synergies amongst students and
stakeholders in the promotion of World Heritage Education on
a national and international level.
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“Th i l ith l i ” b V i ht b ll d i th f t “Th i l ith th h i“The girl with a pearl earring” by Vermeer might be called in the feature “The girl with the hair 
band”, as people won’t have any idea of what it is, and why it is famous, because art won’t be 

taught at schools anymore. 



SITTING LADY orSITTING LADY or
Lady with the mystic smile
(unkwown artist)
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( )

Some provocative slogans associated to famous art masterpieces to make us reflectSome provocative slogans, associated to famous art masterpieces, to make us reflect 
on the impact of the reduction of the teaching of history of art in schools.



THE BUILDING WITH ARCHES (unkwown artist)
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SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY BOARD
Board members represent specific fields in two main area – History of Art and foreignBoard members represent specific fields in two main area – History of Art and foreign 

languages‐, and jointly reflect a common view in quality education in Italy. 

“Quality Education for All in Europe”

AREA: History of Art 
Coordinated by Elena Flavia Castagnino Berlinghieri , 

Archaeologist and Professor of History of Arts

AREA: foreign languages
Coordinated by I da Rampolla del TindaroCoordinated by I da Rampolla del Tindaro, 

former Inspector for the Italian Ministry of Edication and professor of France 



This workshop FILDIS Siracusa intends to analyse the role ofThis workshop FILDIS Siracusa intends to analyse the role of
cultural heritage, foreign languages and intercultural
educational opportunity and to stress the issues arosepp y
around this matter in Italy in a time of globalization and
economic crisis which challenges the very nature of
instructive institutions in Italy and around the world.
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Intercultural education and national cultural identity has
become an essential methodological component of the
Italian educational system at all levels of schooling (from
primary school to University) to create a new awareness of
th E di i i iti hi d tthe European dimension in citizenship and to encourage
young people to become involved in heritage conservation
on a local as well as on a global levelon a local as well as on a global level.
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With the UNESCO World Heritage Convention (1972) UN
promote awareness among young people of the importance
of cultural heritage and introduce/reinforce World Heritageof cultural heritage and introduce/reinforce World Heritage
education in the curricula in the vast majority of the UNESCO
Member StatesMember States.
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Article 13 of the Faro
Convention (2005, ratified by
Italy in February 2013) on theItaly in February 2013) on the
Value of Cultural Heritage for
Society clearly addresses they y
interface between cultural
heritage and the education
and training sector.

The European Convention of Faro on the Value of Cultural Heritage for Society (Council of Europe 2005)The European Convention of Faro on the Value of Cultural Heritage for Society  (Council of Europe, 2005) 

LINK: http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/EN/Reports/Html/199.htm
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All EU directives and all treaties undersignedAll EU directives and all treaties undersigned
by Italy expressly require the study of two
Community languages in addition to theirCommunity languages in addition to their
own mother tongue.
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ITALY

Can Italian schools deprive future generationsCan Italian schools deprive future generations
of learning foreign languages and History of Art?



ItalianItalian
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Indeed, in a country boasting about 6,000 archaeological
i hi l isites, 4,700 museums, 46,000 architectural sites, more
than 44 Italian UNESCO World Heritage sites, teaching
history of art coupled with a second language should behistory of art coupled with a second language should be
part of every school curricula as high resource which could
produce work and wealth for the country.produce work and wealth for the country.



In Italy the study of two foreign languages and more hours
SIRACUSA

In Italy the study of two foreign languages and more hours
of History of Art has been facilitated by the introduction of
autonomy and experimental teaching, which have enabledy p g,
Italian schools to include new disciplines thanks to a
number of hours to run freely.



In Italy existing instruments do not affirm the 
growing importance of the cultural heritage
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The critical point is that all this advantages so far
achieved in Italian schools are likely to be vanished
because of the reduction of the number of teachingbecause of the reduction of the number of teaching
hours or the abolition of the experimental teaching.
In this way all curricula (including Grammar Schools) inIn this way, all curricula (including Grammar Schools) in
Italy have already lost hours of art history, because of the
elimination of the experimentations that had permitted
the increase in a remarkable amount of Italian schools of
the number of hours.

h h l f h hWith the elimination of the experimentation, this
increase of Art and English hours has been cancelled.



In this way, all curricula (including
Grammar Schools) in Italy have
already lost hours of art history,
because of the elimination of the

i t ti th t h dexperimentations that had
permitted the increase in a
remarkable amount of Italianremarkable amount of Italian
schools of the number of hours.

With the elimination of the
experimentation, this increase of
Art and English hours has been
cancelled.



In quality school processes this would
represent a cultural failure especially in a
country that holds more than half of the
artistic heritage of the planet.artistic heritage of the planet.
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In Italy, the last actions in the field of foreign languages have
concerned the training of primary and secondary school teachers

SIRACUSA

by the methodology called:

CLIL‐Content Language Integrated Learning

Comenius‐Erasmus plus (European funds for the mobility of
students and teachers)
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The term CLIL was created in 1994 by David Marsh (Finland) and
Anne Maljers (Holland) who described it as an educational focusAnne Maljers (Holland), who described it as an educational focus
in which one language which is not the native of the student is
used to learn content and language in an integrated way.used to ea co te t a d a guage a teg ated ay

CLIL essence is integration and it has a triple focus: integration of
language in non‐linguistic content classes, use of content to learn
the language and empowering of the learning cognitive abilities.





CLIL‐Content Language Integrated LearningCLIL‐Content Language Integrated Learning

A di t th CLIL t ti f S t b 2014 i th l tAccording to the CLIL, starting from September 2014 in the last year
of all the Italian secondary schools a subject will have to be taught
in a foreign language and English will with no doubt have thein a foreign language and English will with no doubt have the
priority.

The project has already started in the Licei Linguistici where a
subject in a FL is taught from the second year up to the fifth year (
the last year) and in some schools as an experimental project.
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• The project designed by the Ministry of Education is addressed to
those teachers of a non linguistic‐ subject (like Hisory of Art) who
have to have at least an A2/B1 level of English ( or French‐Spanish
or German) and are willing to teach their subject in this language.or German) and are willing to teach their subject in this language.

• According to this project, the teachers who voluntarily have
expressed their availability to teach their subject in a foreign
langauge will go through a teacher training language course that
will last from 50 (40+ 10 on line) to 130 hours (90 + 40 on line) and
will take the teachers to a B2 level that at the end of the course willwill take the teachers to a B2 level that at the end of the course will
be certified by an official TEFL (Teaching English as a Foreign
Language) exam .
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• European funds for the mobility of students and teachers, the
ld i i h b l d b hold EU Comenius action has been replaced by the ERASMUS +

that with its actions will give the schools, the social
associations the government agencies the opportunity ofassociations, the government agencies ,the opportunity of
making projects aimed at the developing of the foreign
language learning and of the cultural knowledge in general.

• These projects can involve all the fields that have to do withp j
language, culture, history and cultural heritage.



ROME, Sept. 3 2014
Roundup: Italy's cabinet discloses blueprint p y p

on public school system reform 

SIRACUSA

• The blueprint was called "The good school" and unveiled through a
government's official website launched early this week to show the cabinet'sgovernment s official website launched early this week to show the cabinet s
whole reform agenda and allow people to follow step‐by‐step its
implementation along a timeline starting from September 2014 and ending on
M 2017May 2017.

• The teaching of music, arts, and drawing would be increased in primary 
schools, along with English lessons. Economy would also be introduced as a g g y
subject in secondary schools of all kinds.

• To address a well‐known "weakness" of Italians with respect to foreign 
languages the plan suggests the teaching of at least one academic subject inlanguages, the plan suggests the teaching of at least one academic subject in 
English language only, which is to become a must in the final year of all 
secondary schools from this autumn, should become compulsory since 
i h lprimary schools.



ROME, Sept. 3 2014
Roundup: Italy's cabinet discloses blueprint 

on public school system reform

The Italian ministry of education has in fact advocated a popular 
on‐line consultation starting from September 15th, and appealed 
directly to those directly involved in the issue such as teachersdirectly to those directly involved in the issue, such as teachers, 
students, parents, and experts, to have their say. 

Deadline to submit suggestions will be November 15thDeadline to submit suggestions will be November 15

OUR is working in this direction also taking intoOUR                          is working in this direction also taking into 

accounts all the answers collected from the  

Questionnaire emerged fromQuestionnaire emerged from 

UWE   Workshop Bucharest 4‐9 septmeber 2014
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Please answer to our questionsPlease answer to our questions
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A .  Do you believe on the importance of the study of History of Art as 
well as of two Community languages as a means of cross‐cultural 
communication for global democracies in the promotion of Worldcommunication for global democracies in the promotion of World 
Heritage Education on a national and international level?
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B.  Are you familiar with the CLIL methodology in language teaching?



Please answer to our questionsPlease answer to our questions
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C.  Is the CLIL methodology used at school in your country ?gy y y



Please answer to our questionsPlease answer to our questions
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D.   Do you think that some subjects should not be taught in 

a foreign  language?g g g



SAMPLE from ROMANIASAMPLE from ROMANIA



Elena Flavia Castagnino Berlinghieri
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